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What ShroedingerSolver does...ShroedingerSolver omputes numerial solutions of Shrödinger's equation for thestationary ase (i.e., no time dependeny). You an feed an arbitrary one-dimensionalpotential into the solver, along with information about the observed interval and dis-retization. The program interpolates the potential and solves Shrödinger's equationnumerially in order to obtain an arbitrary number of wave funtions, as well as theirorresponding energy levels. All of the results are broken up in output �les whih aneasily be displayed graphially. Additionally, a Matlab routine is provided for the purposeof obtaining a neat plot of the results. The program ShroedingerSolver is written entirelyin Fortran and uses several LAPACK routines.PrequisitesIn order to ompile ShroedingerSolver, you will require a FORTRAN ompiler. LAPACKand BLAS are also required, as some of their routines are alled from within the program.The program was written on Ubuntu 8.04 LTS (�Hardy Heron�) using the gfortranompiler. In order to install the neessary pakages from the Ubuntu repositories, repeatthe following steps:1. sudo apt-get install gfortran will take are of the gfortran ompiler2. sudo apt-get install liblapak-dev is a pakage whih is essential for the link-ing proess. Installing it will take are of all neessary dependenies. Note thatliblapak allone won't work, it will install the libraries, but linking will remainimpossible.3. sudo apt-get install bzr is optional as you an simpliy ompile the �les fromthe projet homepage.4. sudo apt-get install grae will install the graphial tool xmgrae whih youneed for make-testing the program5. sudo apt-get install doxygen for reating soure ode doumentation �les (lat-est stable version for Ubuntu 8.04 is <1.5.6, so no FORTRAN optimization!). Simplynavigate to the branh's main folder and all $ doxygen. Note: this has not beentested su�iently: HTML and LATEX doumentation may not ontain all of thedoumentation whih is available in the f90 soure ode �les.How to get the branhbzr branh lp:shroedingersolver will download the main bazaar branh (pro-vided that bazaar has been installed aording to step 3).
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Compile and exeuteHere is a quik overview of what the make �le an do. Some more information is availablein the input output examples setion where you'll �nd step by step instrutions on howto reate plots whih are shown there.[how to ompile℄just type 'make' and have fun![make ommands℄-lean removes *.o and *.mod files only-reallean alls 'lean', also removes projet files *.datand the program 'sglSolver'-testlean leans the *.dat and *.error files in the test-dirs-load_pottopf1 loading example file pottopf1-load_pottopf2 loading example file pottopf2-load_pottopf3 loading example file pottopf3-load_harmoszi loading example file harmoszi-test_pottopf1 testing example file pottopf1-test_pottopf2 testing example file pottopf2-test_pottopf3 testing example file pottopf3-test_harmoszi testing example file harmosziAll of the following use xmgrae for plotting (see prequisites).Unless xmgrae is installed, there will be no plots, but theprogram will remain stable.-test makes a test for four examples-test_lite makes a less aurate, but faster test for the samefour examples-solveSGL exeutes the program using the urrent input fileand plots the results-plot_disrpot plots the disretized potential-plot_wfuns plots all eigenfuntions-plot_ewfuns plots all eigenfuntions with the orrespondingeigenvalue added to the funtion's y values
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User input - editing the shrodinger.inp �leThe user input is done entirely in the shrodinger.inp �le. Here's the main frame ofthe �le. If the user input is inorret, the program will stop and refer to the very linewhere the problem oured.Example user input �le shrodinger.inp2.0 # mass-2.0 2.0 1999 # xMin xMax nPointxMin xMax nPoint 1 15 # firstEigVal lastEigVallinear # interpType6 # nInterp-2.0 0.0-0.5 0.0-0.5 -10.00.5 -10.00.5 0.02.0 0.0Some explainationsThe user provides an interval [xMin, xMax℄ on whih a disretization is to be omputed.The length of one interval of disrtization (from here on alled delta) isdelta=(xMax - xMin)/(nPoint-1)As already mentioned in the introdution, one of the most important features of theprogram is to interpolate the potential whih is provided by the user (in the shape of the
x, y oordinates of nInterp interpolation points). The interpolation type interpTypean either be the string 'linear' or 'polynomial' (a string whih does not begin witheither linear or polynomial will ause an error and terminate the program).Another feature of the program is the alulation of the eigenvalues and the eigenve-tors of the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian an be expressed as a tridiagonal matrix (see[1℄ for its expliit form and some more mathematial explainations). If the Hamiltoniansdimensions are nPoint × nPoint, the LAPACK routine dsteqr whih is used for eigen-value/eigenvetor omputation will return nPoint eigenvalues. Naturally, you wouldn'twant all of the eigenvalues and the orresponding eigenfuntions to be saved. Those forsaving are determined by firstEigValue and lastEigValue, �rst being the smallest.Some details on disretizationIt is not a simple issue how to deal with very lose points. If two points are loser to eahother than the disretization step width, this makes the interpolation routines inoperable.If a speial routine (pointsTooClose in mis.f90) �nds two points to be too lose, itmoves the left one to the left (by exatly one dis. step width). Then the searh for toolose points is re-run, starting with the utmost left points, and so on. The idea behindthis is that one point an never be moved past another (if it were so, it would signify thatthe program would have missed two points whih are truly too lose to eah other. An4



honest boy always splits from his left girlfriend �rst and then has himself approahed bythe right girl.)It's like Newton's pendulum: The momentum is distributed from the right to the left(or vie versa) via the spheres while the spheres never hange their order.Note that tooClosePoints is preeded by a bubblesort routine. Bubblesorting ausesthe interpolation points to be sorted by their x values. But if two points have the same
x value, bubblesort will not hange their order.You an enter your points in any order (bubblesort will sort them), but those points whihhave idential x values absolutely need to be given in the orret order (bubblesort willnot hange their order - that is, among eah other).If tooClosePoints needs to move some interpolation points, a warning is displayed(WARNING INTERMOVE). Note that tooClosePoints is followed by a routine alledhek_intervals. If hek_intervals �nds the intervals to to be inonsistent (for whihone of the reasons might be the newton pendulum e�et), it stops the program. It alsodoes make a referene to WARNING INTERMOVE, making it a lot easier to trae thereason for program termination (pendulum e�et or simply wrong user input?).Input/output examplesAll of the below plots have been reated with the MATLAB sript import�le. But whyare there two plots aompanying eah example? What shroedinverSolver does, in anutshell, is omputing the disretization of the user-given potential and writing it into a�le (disrpot.dat), and then use this �le in order to ompute the eigenvalues/eigenvetorsof the HΨ = EΨ system, and write those of them into a orresponding �le (wfuns.datand ewfuns.dat, respetively).The �rst part, writing disrpot.dat, is always done by shroedingerSolver. But theseond part an rather easily be done by MATLAB as well, provided that disrpot.dat andshrodinger.inp are available. So the pair of plots whih goes with eah example showsthe very same disretization of the potential (originating in disrpot.dat), but di�erenteigenvalues/eigenvetors, omputed by shroedingerSolver (left plot) and MATLAB (rightplot). The MATLAB routine import�le whih reates the pair of plots was used for debug-ging purposes in the ourse of the development.But if MATLAB is not available or not desired (or both), the very same plots an be reatedusing xmgrae very easily. The following ommands will do the job: make plot_disrpotfor for plotting disrpot.dat, make plot_wfuns for the eigenvetors on their own andmake plot_ewfuns for the the sum of eigenvalue and orresponding eigenvetor.
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Example 1: in�nite potential well2.0 # mass-2.0 2.0 1999 # xMin xMax nPoint1 15 # firstEigVal lastEigVallinear # interpType2 # nInterp-2.0 0.0 # potAr(:,2)2.0 0.0
PSfrag replaements

dis. & eig.: FORTRAN

x [Bohr℄
energy[Ha℄

potInterpAr(:,:)
potAr(:,:)potInterpAr(:,:) dis.: FORTRAN, eig.: MATLAB

x [Bohr℄-2 -1 0 1 2-2 -1 0 1 2 00.5
11.5
22.5
3

00.5
11.52

2.53

Commands to reate this$ make$ make load_pottopf./shroedingerSolverd doumentationMATLAB >> importfileFor xmgrae plots, see the instrutions on the make �le above.
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Example 2: �nite potential well2.0 # mass-2.0 2.0 1999 # xMin xMax nPoint1 15 # firstEigVal lastEigVallinear # interpType6 # nInterp-2.0 0.0 # potAr(:,2)-0.5 0.0-0.5 -10.00.5 -10.00.5 0.02.0 0.0
PSfrag replaements

dis. & eig.: FORTRAN

x [Bohr℄
energy[Ha℄

potInterpAr(:,:)
potAr(:,:)potInterpAr(:,:) dis.: FORTRAN, eig.: MATLAB

x [Bohr℄-2 -1 0 1 2-2 -1 0 1 2 -10-8
-6-4
-20
2

-10-8
-6-4
-20
2

Commands to reate this$ make$ make load_pottopf2./shroedingerSolverd doumentationMATLAB >> importfileFor xmgrae plots, see the instrutions on the make �le above.
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Example 3: harmoni osillator potential4.0 # mass-10.0 10.0 1999 # xMin xMax nPoint1 15 # firstEigVal lastEigValpolynomial # interpType3 # nInterp-1.0 0.5 # potAr(:,2)0.0 0.01.0 0.5

PSfrag replaements

dis. & eig.: FORTRAN

x [Bohr℄
energy[Ha℄

potInterpAr(:,:)

potAr(:,:)potInterpAr(:,:) dis.: FORTRAN, eig.: MATLAB

x [Bohr℄-4 -2 0 2 4-4 -2 0 2 4 00.51
1.522.5
33.54

4.555.5

00.51
1.522.5
33.54

4.555.5

Commands to reate this$ make$ make load_harmOszi./shroedingerSolverd doumentationMATLAB >> importfileFor xmgrae plots, see the instrutions on the make �le above.
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Example 3: double potential well2.0 # mass-20.0 20.0 1999 # xMin xMax nPoint1 15 # firstEigVal lastEigVallinear # interpType8 # nInterp-20.0 100.0 # potAr(:,2)-8.0 -1.5-7.0 -1.5-0.5 1.80.5 1.87.0 -1.58.0 -1.520.0 100.0

PSfrag replaements

dis. & eig.: FORTRAN

x [Bohr℄
energy[Ha℄

potInterpAr(:,:)
potAr(:,:)potInterpAr(:,:) dis.: FORTRAN, eig.: MATLAB

x [Bohr℄-10 0 10-10 -5 0 5 10 -1.5-1
-0.50
0.51
1.52
2.5

-1.5-1
-0.50
0.51
1.52
2.5

Commands to reate this$ make$ make load_pottopf3./shroedingerSolverd doumentationMATLAB >> importfileFor xmgrae plots, see the instrutions on the make �le above.9



A few notes, hints, remarks, and sort of an outlookA programming projet may have, roadmaps, release dates, hand-in dates et., but it annever be �nished. There are a ouple of things whih would ertainly be worth doing.A lot of interesting things an be found in the doumentation of the repositories. Forexample, editing the shrodinger.inp �le in the editor kate aused a lot of trouble untilthe problem was disovered: kate sometimes suppresses a line terminator lose to theend of a �le, whih e.g. emas or gedit don't (see [2℄ for omp.lang.fortran disussion).Another interesting journey was the so alled herrypik-merge whih bazaar is able toperform, but whih is not doumented as a merge in the repository and whih is thereforewithdrawn from the bzr help merge page, but whih nevertheless works perfetly well(this is disussed in greater detail in revno 13, also see [3℄). And last, but ertainly notleast, for the purpose of dealing with unsorted interpolation points given by the user, andalgorithm was developed whih the author is espeially proud of (disussed in detail inrevno 15) and whih is somewhat similar to Newton's pendulum. All of this would havebeen a pleasure to disuss and to illustrate in this doumentation, and ertainly thereare spots where the soure ode might shortened, generalized, modularized, doumentedmore extensively or more onisely, but our experiene is that soure ode is always notquite perfet.Referenes[1℄ Bálint Aradi: Projektspezi�kation � Abshlussprojekt für Wissenshaftlihes Program-mieren. ontained in the repository.[2℄ Alexander Erlih: How to read the last line before the EOF is reahed? disussion inomp.lang.fortran started on 09.09.2009, seehttp://groups.google.om/group/omp.lang.fortran/browse_thread/thread/3157a233bf2d46#[3℄ John A Meinel: 'bzr help merge' should desribe merging a single �le. Launhpad bugreport #81758, seehttps://bugs.launhpad.net/bzr/+bug/81758
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